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ABSTRACT: The manufacturing equipment is preferably in 
the form of sewing equipment comprised of a usual sewing 
head with a reciprocal up and down moving needle electrically 
driven for sewing a plurality of stitches in an article to be 
sewn. A presser foot retains the article in place during sewing 
and downwardly against usual feed dogs which move the arti 
cle forwardly and rearwardly appropriate for the various 
stitching operations. A needle positioner is operable with the 
sewing with the sewing head for positioning the needle in a 
selected up or down position relative to the article at the ter 
mination of any sewing operational step, the needle preferably 
being positioned down extending through the article between 
at least certain successive sewing steps so that the article may 
be manually repositioned by an operator between said steps. A 
thread cutoff component is operably arranged with the sewing 
head for cutting off thread used by the needle in stitching at 
the termination of selected sewing steps, the thread cutoff 
being operable when the needle is up above the article as posi 
tioned by the needle positioner. According to the invention, 
the needle positioner also includes a counter device automati 
cally counting reciprocations of the needle and capable of 
transmitting an electrical signal equivalent to such movement 

count. The sewing equipment may be controlled by the usual 
manually operable switches such as knee control and foot con 
trol switches. The equipment likewise may include usual com 
ponents such as an automatic pickup for supplying articles to 
the operator and an automatic stacker for removing sewn arti 
cles from the operator, and the sewing head mav make use of 
usual attachments such as pleater and buttonhole at 
tachments. Further, according to the invention. an automatic 
controller, a power interface and preferably an automatic 
recorder are electrically connected with the sewing equip 
ment, and a permanent record command switch is preferably 
arranged with the foot control switch. The power interface 
serves to electrically integrate the manually operable switches 
and the automatic controller with the sewing equipment, said 
power interface being selectively switchable between a 
manual mode and an automatic mode, In manual mode, the 
power interface connects the manually operable switches for 
usual control of the sewing equipment to perform a plurality 
Riie‘rTi?iiéié?s in‘an ‘overall sewing operation on the arti 
cle to be sewn, while at the same time, the power interface 
translates each of the component operational steps into com 
posite instruction signals for transmission to and temporary 
recording at the automatic controller, any selected of said 
composite instruction signals being permanently recorded by 
the automatic controller in sequence by actuation of the per 
manent record command switch. Each instruction signal in 
cludes both function, the component being operated, and du 
ration, either pure time in time elements or needle reciproca 
tions from the needle positioner andcounter. The automatic 
recorder is connected to the automatic controller and is selec 

, tively actionable forinserting in proper sequence into tempo 
rary and permanent recording of the automatic controller 
composite instruction signals equivalent to certain of the com 
posite instruction signals resulting from actual operation of 
the sewing equipment so that selected of the sewing equip 
ment operations either need not be carried out by manual con~ 
trol or may be replaced by the automatic recorder. Also, the 
automatic controller is arranged for inserting instruction 
signals for determined time delays between selected com~ 
ponent operations, eithei' by permanently recording actual 
delays between component operations or by inserting num 
bers of time elements with the automatic recorder. Instruc 
tions for indeterminate time delays between component 
operations and training time delays intermediate selected 
component operations may likewise be appropriately inserted 
into the automatic controller. After completion of the per 
manent recording, when the power interface is in the auto 
matic mode, the automatic controller may be operated to 
transmit back to the power interface the permanently 
recorded instruction signals in sequence which are translated 
by the power interface into commands for operating the vari 
ous components to repeat the component operational steps to 
carry out the overall sewing operation including the now in 
serted determined delays, indeterminate delays and training 
delays. During the determined delays, a preceding operating 
component is stopped, the determined delay carried out in 
time, and a latter component started automatically. During 
the indeterminate delays, the preceding component operation 
is stopped, but the latter component operation is not started 
until manually actuated by a manual control. The training 
delays are indeterminate and may be intermediate a selected 
component operation interrupting such operation until 
manual control actuation or between component operations 
as an ordinary indeterminate delay, in either case, there being 
means on the automatic controller for selected elimination of 
the training delays with the effect of removal from the auto 
matic controller permanent recording. 
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CONTROL EQUIPMENT FOR MANUFACTURING 
EQUIPMENT SUCH AS SEWING EQUIPMENT AND THE 

LIKE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to control devices for manufacturing 
equipment such as sewing equipment and the like which has 
the e?'ect of automatically controlling at least the major por 
tion of a series of sequential manufacturing component opera 
tional steps having mixed therein certain manual‘. steps 
required to be perfonned manually by an operator in carrying 
out an overall manufacturing-operation on an article to be 
manufactured, so that not only are the manufacturing, com 
ponent operational steps automatically controlled, but also, 
the manual steps required to be performed by the operator, 
thereby increasing theef?ciency of the overall manufacturing 
operation. Furthermore, themanufacturing equipment. of the 
present invention is arranged so that instruction signals for 
carrying out repeated identical overall manufacturing opera 
tions may be recorded in an automatic controller permitting 
the automatic controller tosubsequently automatically con 
trol the manufacturing components for carrying out the 
overall manufacturing operation merely by ?rst carrying out 
the overall manufacturing operation under the manual control 
of an operator, various means being provided for inserting the 
instruction signals in the automatic controller creating time 
delays in the overall manufacturing operation for the manual 
step performances by the operator. As a result, the minimum 
of time is required for the programming of the automatic con 
troller in order to permit the same to automatically control an 
entire overall manufacturing operation, giving maximum ver 
satility and convenience in use so as to be adaptable to a wide 
variety of mass production manufacturing operations. 
There are many manufacturing operations making use of 

various forms of automatic production machinery wherein a 
human '-'operator is required to manually control automatic 
machinery in performing certain steps of the overall manufac 
turing operation, while at the same time, between certain of 
the individual automatic machinery steps, such operator is 
required to manually perform certain manual functions or 
steps with or on the article being manufactured, such as realig 
ning or repositioning the article being manufactured relative 
to the automatic machinery in order to carry- out a subsequent 
automatic machinery operational step. Still further, in many 
such cases, it is necessary to position the automatic machinery 
relative to the article being manufactured in one determined 
position at termination of an automatic machinery operational 
step in order that ,the required manual operation may be 
properly carried out by the operator, while in other. instances 
the manufacturing operational step must be terminated with 
the manufacturing machinery in another position preparatory 
to the subsequent manual operation. To even further com 
plicate the situation, one‘ manufacturing equipment opera 
tional step might require a given number of machinery move 
ments, the next manufacturing machinery operational stepa 
different number of movements, and still the next manufactur 
ing equipment operational step still a different number of 
equipment movements, in each manufacturing machinery 
operational step the equipment being required to be manually 
controlled by the operator. 
Even further, the times required for the manual operation 

by the human operator between the manufacturing equipment 
operational steps may be of varying length, one manual step 
requiring a different length of time from a preceding or a sub 
sequent manual step as determined by the manufacturing 
equipment operational step preceding such operator manual 
step and the manufacturing equipment operational step suc 
ceeding such operator manual step. There are also many in 
stances in the use of automatic production equipment or 
machinery comprised of a series of components wherein one 
automatic machinery operational step may require the use of 
one component and is immediately followed by the use of 
another component, the first component being required to ter~ 
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2 
minate its particular operational step in a determined position, 
in order that the latter component can properly operate and‘ 
without damaging the ?rst component. Thus, it may be seen 
that the types of overall manufacturing operations discussed 
are not readily adaptable to overall automatic control,‘but 
rather would appear to require a great amount of individual 
human operator control which could -‘only be accomplished by 
a skilled operator after a long period‘of intensive training. ' 
One industry in which the overall manufacturing operations 

include all of the difficulties hereinbefore discussed from the 
standpoint of attempting to make overall manufacturing 
operations capable of automatic control is the garment indus 
try wherein vthe articles'to'be manufactured are garments basi 
cally requiring a series of sewing-or stitching operations. as 
well as various other operations. For instance, in considering 
the wide variety of sewing operations required in the assem 
bling and manufacture of even very simple forms of gannents, 
it is seen that a wide variety and number of sewing steps can be 
involved, many requiring forward and reverse sewing and 
many requiring delays therebetween for manual operator 
repositioning of the garment for the next sewing step to be car 
ried out. Furthermore, during manual operator repositioning 
of the garment between sewing steps, it is most convenient for 
the needle of the sewing head to be positioned projecting 
downwardly through the garment so that proper alignment is 
maintained relative to the sewing headv needle between the 
sewing steps. 

Also, where the gannent being manufactured is of a stable 
material, that is, a material which is not readily stretchable or 
deformable, each of the sewing steps will more preferably con 
sist of a determined number of needle reciprocal movements 
or stitches, absolutely requiring the complete ‘attention of the 
human operator for proper accomplishment. At the same 
time, at the termination of particular sewing steps, not only is 
it necessary for the sewing head needle to be positioned down 
projecting downwardly through the material for a subsequent 
manual operator repositioning step, it is also absolutely neces 
sary for the presser foot of the sewing head working in con 
junction with the needle during stitching to retain the garment 
material downwardly against feed dogs progressively moving 
the material during stitching to be raised in order that the gar~ 
ment material will be free for such manual operator reposi 
tioning. When the sewing steps have been completed, that is, 
at the termination of the last sewing'step, it is necessary that 
the sewing head needle will be positioned up in order that the 
thread cutoff device of the equipment will be able to operate 
in the thread the thread being used in the sewing steps without 
striking the sewing head needle during such thread cuto?‘. 

Certain prior constructions of sewing equipment have in~ 
cluded various controls incorporated therein, all requiring 
manual operation by a human operator, for accomplishing the 
proper positioning of the sewing head needle in selected up 
and down positions by means of an automatic needle position 
ing device. ln use thereof, the human operator is required to 
terminate a particular sewing step and then selectively actuate 
the needle positioning device to position the needle in the 
desired up or down position before the subsequent manual 
repositioning or thread cutoff step can be carried out. Also, as 
an adjunct to sewing equipment, various supplementary 
devices have been provided such as pickup devices for supply 
ing garment parts to the operator’s sewing station and stacker 
devices on which a garment may be positioned by the operator 
after completion of the sewing operations for automatic 
stacking by the stacker devices. 
Although these sewing equipment improvements have 

added somewhat to the convenience of the human operators, 
each still requires individual control by that operator at an ap 
propriate time. The operators, therefore, must make a wide 
variety of mental decisions during an overall garment sewing 
operation, said decisions being immediately followed by 
manual actions at proper moments in order to carry out a 
coordinated overall sewing operation. Thus, it can be seen 
that a relatively high degree of operator skill has been 
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required obtained only through long periods of training, and 
even then, such operations are relatively tedious and tiring 
even to such skilled operators. 
To even more clearly illustrate the complications involved 

with attempts to fully, or even partially, automate sewing 
operations in the garment industry, consider the example of 
the great number of individual automatic and manual opera 
tions required for sewing a pocket patch on a shirt front. The 
?nished pocket formed by the pocket patch in the example 
has an open top and the pocket patch will, therefore, require 
short lengths of multiple stitching at the top comers thereof 
for reinforcing in addition tothe continuous line of stitching 
completely around the pocket patch periphery with the excep 
tion of the top edge thereof. Furthermore, the pocket patch 
will have straight sides, angled lower corners and a straight 
bottom. Finally, assume that a stack of shirt fronts is posi 
tioned at the left of theoperator and a stack of pocket patches 
is positioned to the right of the operator, an automatic stacker 
being positioned directly rearwardly of the sewing machine 
table for ?nal stacking of the completed pocket assembled 
shirt fronts. ' 

The requirements of the machine operator would be to ?rst 
pick up a shirt front from the left vside and a pocket patch from 
the right side, placing the pocket patch at proper location on 
theshirt front and positioning the temporarily assembled gar 
ment at proper location beneath the sewing head needle on 
the sewing machine table, the needle being at the upper right 
hand corner of the pocket patch ready for commencing the 
sewing or stitching operations. At this time, and in order to ac 
complish this positioning of the temporarily assembled pocket 
patch and shirt front beneath the sewing head needle, the nee 
dle would‘have to be in the up position and the presser foot 
likewise up. The operator is now ready to commence sewing 
and keep in mind that all component operations must be 
manually actuated by the operator. 

In sequence, the presser foot is lowered, the sewing head ac 
tuated to sew four stitches forward and stop, the sewing head 
is actuated to sew four stitches rearwardly and stop. The sew 
ing head is actuated to sew 36 stitches forwardly to the ?rst 
comer of the lower right-angle pocket corner and stop, such 
stop preferably requiring the needle to be positioned down ex 
tending downwardly through both the pocket patch and shirt 
front. The presser foot is raised and the assembled pocket 
patch and shirt front repositioned to align for sewing along the 
right-angle pocket comer. 
The presser foot is lowered and the sewing head is actuated 

to sew seven stitches along the angled pocket corner and stop 
with the needle positioned down. The presser foot is raised 
and the assembled pocket patch and shirt front manually 
repositioned aligned for sewing along the straight pocket bot 
tom. The presser foot is lowered and the sewing head is actu 
ated to sew 27 stitches along the pocket straight bottom to the 
first corner of the left-angle pocket comer and stop, with the 
needle positioned down. 
The presser foot is raised and the assembled pocket patch 

and shirt from manually repositioned properly aligned for 
sewing along the left-angled pocket corner. The presser foot is 
lowered and the sewing head is actuated to sew seven stitches 
along the left-angled pocket corner and stop with the needle 
positioned down. The presser foot is raised and the assembled 
pocket patch and shirt front is manually repositioned to align 

1 for sewing along the pocket left-hand straight side. 
The presser foot is lowered and the sewing head is actuated 

. to sew 36 stitches along the left-hand pocket straight side to 
the pocket upper left corner and stop. The sewing head is ac 
tuated in reverse to sew four stitches rearwardly and stop, then 
four stitches again forwardly and stop with the needle up fol 
lowed by actuation of the thread cuto?‘ and presser foot posi 
tioned up completing the sewing or operations or steps. 
Finally, the completely sewn pocket patch and shirt front are 
removed from the sewing head and positioned over the 
stacker with the stacker being actuated to properly stack the 
same rearwardly of the sewing machine table and permitting 
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4 
the operator to repeat the sequential steps for preparing for 
and sewing a next pocket patch and shirt front. 

Thus, although 'the sewing of a pocket patch on a shirt front 
might appear at first consideration as a relatively simple sew 
ing operation, it can readily be appreciated that such a sewing 
operation requires a great number of closely controlled sewing 
operations, interspersed with both component positioning 
operations and operations required to be manually performed 
by the operator. Furthermore, the operator is required to ac 
tuate in various manners the various automatic components, 
in each case, requiring a mental decision and then a manual 
movement of proper selected form. Furthermore, the training 
time for necessary skills in order to accomplish the sewing 
operations or steps in the proper sequence, as well as the other 
interspersed steps required, is obviously quite extensive, and 
even when properly trained, such work is quite tedious and tir 
ing for an operator. . , 

Thus, although small parts of overall sewing operations in 
the garment industry have been at least partially automatically 
controlled, no one prior to our, present invention has been suc 
cessful in providing automatic control of virtually an entire 
overall sewing operation. Obviously, the wide variety and 
numbers of problems to be overcome if overall automatic con 
trol is to be provided are extremely complex and this is par 
ticularly true when it is considered that it is clearly impossible 
to eliminate the human operator from the overall sewing 
operations. In addition, no one prior to our present invention 
has been able to reduce training time and to reduce required 
skills of the ever-present human operator from the sewing 
operations, all necessary if optimum improvements are to be 
provided in the garment industry. 

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is, therefore, an object of our invention to provide control 
devices for manufacturing equipment such as sewing equip 
ment and the like, such equipment being of the type normally 
requiring manual actuation of various components by a 
human operator in a determined sequence and interspersed 
with required purely manual operations or steps by said opera 
tor in order to carry out an overall manufacturing operation, 
wherein substantially the entire overall manufacturing opera 
tions are automatically controlled including determined time 
delays between certain manufacturing componentoperational 
steps during which the operator must perform manual steps in 
order to properly complete the overall manufacturing opera 
tion. As a result, the requirement for the human operator to 
manually actuate the automatic-manufacturing equipment 
and the sundry decisions by the operator normally involved 
therewith are completely eliminated, the main steps remaining 
for the operator once the overall manufacturing operation has 
been commenced being to manually perform certain more 
minor operations required between various of the automatic 
component operations. In this manner, the‘prior tediousness 
and skill required for such overall manufacturing operations is 
greatly reduced, thereby likewise reducing operator training 
time necessary for training an operator to be able to carry out 
the overall manufacturing operations. 
As an example, in the garment industry and the various 

overall sewing operations thereof, each of the individual sew 
ing steps, including positioning and repeated repositioning of 
various components, is completely automatically controlled. 
Where manual repositioning of articles to be sewn is required 
between any of the sewing steps, a time delay period is sup 
plied during which the operator may accomplish such reposi 
tioning and after which, the automatic components im 
mediately resume automatic operation under the automatic 
control. 

It is a further object of our invention to provide control 
devices for manufacturing equipment such as sewing equip 
ment and the like of the foregoing general character wherein 
the manufacturing equipment including such control devices 
may be set up or programmed for carrying out the determined 
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overall manufacturing operations merely by an operator 
manually actuating the manufacturing equipment in the usual 
manner, the various individual of the manufacturing steps 
being recorded in an automatic controller, after which, the au 
tomatic controller is capable of automatically controlling the 
various components to repeat the overall manufacturing 
operation, even as to ‘controlling the time of time delays 
between component automatic operations to provide the 
operator with sufficient time for manually performing neces 
sary manual operations or steps. in addition, the control 

_ devices are arranged with the manufacturing equipment with 
certain of the same being capable of actuation for directly in 
serting into the automatic controller program various 
predetermined instructions of exact form as would be received 
from the actual operations of the components during a par 
ticular manufacturing step. The various components may, 
therefore, be manually actuated to carry out certain manufac 
turing operational steps in one manner, yet the automatic con 
troller may be programmed to repeat such component opera 
tional steps in a different manner, all as determined by the par 
ticular operator controlling the devices and equipment. 
Again as applied to sewing equipment for carrying out an 

overall sewing operation, the overall sewing operation is car 
ried out by the operator manually actuating the various com 
ponents in proper sequence, for instance, sequential sewing 
operations or steps. If, directly after the performance of a par 
ticular component operational step, say, of actually sewing 75 
stitches in an article to be sewn, it is determined that that par 
ticular sewing operation should actually include only 55 
stitches, instructions for the automatic controller to carry out 
the stitching step of only 55 stitches may be inserted into the 
automatic controller program while the instructions for the 75 
stitches is not recorded so that upon repeating the overall sew 
ing operation, the automatic controller will carry out that par 
ticular sewing step of only the 55 stitches. Also, the time 
delays between component operations for operator manually 
repositioning of the article being sewn can be inserted as in 
structions into the automatic controller merely by permitting 
that length of time delay between component manual actua 
tions, or, in the alternative, the actual time delay between 
component operations taken by the operator may be 
eliminated from the automatic controller recording and a 
predetermined time delay inserted into the automatic con 
troller recording or program as a substitute for the actual 
delay time taken operator the operator. Obviously, therefore, 
although the basic concept of the control devices is that of 
being able therewith to completely program the control 
devices for automatically carrying out an overall sewing 
operation merely by once performing the same under com 
ponent manual actuation, even increased wide versatility of 
the control devices permits during such programming, the al~ 
teration of various steps to give the exact final programming 
desired. 

it is still a further object of our invention to provide control 
devices for manufacturing equipment such as sewing equip 
ment and the like as hereinbefore discussed wherein indeter 
minate time delays may be inserted as instructions into the au 
tomatic controller programming either between manufactur 
ing equipment component operational steps or intermediate 
such component operational steps depending on the desired 
purpose. For instance, if a manual operation between two 

- component operational steps will vary in time length from one 
repeated overall manufacturing operation to the next, an in 
determinate time delay instruction may be inserted into the 
automatic controller program having the effect of stopping a 
preceding component operation at the end of its operational 
step, but requiring some manual actuation by the operator be 
fore the subsequent programmed operational step will com 
mence so as to leave the length of the time delay completely 
controlled by the operator so that the same can be varied in 
total length as it is necessary. At the same time, the control 
devices are arranged so that these indeterminate time delays, 
functional in the same manner, may be inserted at any point in 
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6 
the automatic controller program, even intermediate a par 
ticular manufacturing equipment component operational step, 
the indetenninate time delays in this case being capable’ of 
elimination from the automatic controller programwithout 
otherwise altering such program at any time during sub 
sequent automatic control of the manufacturing equipment, 
thereby constituting training time delays which are permitted 
to remain in the program during the operator training andcan 
be removed from such program after the operator has become 
sufficiently trained. 

It is an additional object of our invention to provide control 
devices for manufacturing equipment such as sewing equip 
ment and the like of the foregoing general character wherein 
each of the manufacturing equipment component operational 
steps is translated by the control devices into a composite'rin 
struction for recording in the automatic controller to program 
the same, such composite instructions thereafter being 
sequentially translated back into component operations to 
carry out the various component operational steps during au 
tomatic actuation of the manufacturing equipment by the au 
tomatic controller. Each composite instruction as received 
and recorded by the automatic controller is formed from'the 
combination of function and duration, the function being the 
particular manufacturing equipment component to be auto 
matically actuated. and the duration being either a pure time 
duration measured in particular time units or a given number 
of component movements as sensed and counted by the auto 
matic controller with the aid of other parts of the control 
devices. The determined time delays are measured by the au 
tomatic controller merely in time units, since no function is in 
volved. 
As applied to sewing equipment for performing a particular 

overall sewing operation on an article to be sewn, examples of 
the composite instructions of the different duration types 
might be a series of sequential sewing operations to carryout a 
series of sequential sewing steps and a final thread cuto?‘ 
operation. For the sewing steps, such steps are measured in 
the number of reciprocal movements of the needle performing 
the sewing steps, such reciprocal movements being sensed and 
translated to the automatic controller such that an exact count 
of needle reciprocations is determined and carried out. The 
thread cutoff operation is programmed for duration merely in 
time units, there being a sufficient number of time units~to 
make up an overall total time within which the thread cutoff 
device can effectively perform the thread cutoff operation. ' 

It is also an object of our invention to provide control 
devices for manufacturing equipment such as sewing equip 
ment and the like involving the above discussed programmed 
automatic controller and the composite instructions therefor 
in order to automatically control the sequential manufacturing 
operations wherein all of the programmed instructions having 
the duration thereof measured in manufacturing equipment 
component movements may be simultaneously altered to alter 
the time involved in carrying out the same, and all of the pro 
grammed instructions having the duration thereof measured in 
time units may be simultaneously varied in order to vary the 
total time permitted for a manufacturing equipment com 
ponent operation or the total length of a determined time 
delay. As applied to sewing equipment, a variable speed con 
trol is provided for the drive motor driving the reciprocal nee 
dle in the sequential sewing operations so that by varying the 
speed of the drive motor, the total time for accomplishing a 
given number of needle reciprocations is varied, the program 
in the automatic controller being that solely of needle recipro 
cation count so as to be unaffected other than the overall du 
ration of a particular sewing step due to the faster or slower 
needle reciprocations as counted by the automatic controller. 
At the same time, the automatic controller is provided with a 
selected adjustment for the time elements which make up the 
total time period permitted by the automatic controller for the 
determined time delays so that variable adjustment of the time 
units will proportionately adjust the total length of the time 
delays without otherwise affecting the programming thereof in 






























































